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With the beginning of a full-scale war, the Eastern 

European Reformation Ministry founded the 

Christians for Ukraine International Initiative in close 

cooperation with the God’s Light Church in Lublin, 

Poland. It is a platform for various charitable 

initiatives to organize humanitarian aid and other 

relief activities for Ukrainians in Ukraine and Poland.

The Initiative tries to answer the challenges caused 

by the Russian war in Ukraine, and we plan to 

support the post-war rebuilding of Ukraine. 

We want to create a network of individual donors 

and organizations sharing the same vision. The 

vision is to help Ukraine survive Russian aggression 

and be transformed by the action of Christian values 

into a country with a firm Biblical foundation.

THE INITIATIVE



In January we continued our Provision 

of Relief Kits in Ukraine project together 

with our remarkable partners Korea Food 

for the Hungry International. This time 

we worked in Dnipropetrovsk, Kherson, 

Kirovohrad, and Kyiv regions. 

We distributed 2330 food kits. 

Church volunteers traveled to various 

villages and cities providing assistance 

to people who suffered from hostilities, 

were under occupation, displaced 

persons, socially vulnerable population 

groups, and military families.

 
GEOGRAPHY



During the distribution, volunteers took 

photos of the handout, talked to people, 

and they, in turn, shared their own 

testimonies about the war, stays in the 

occupation, etc. Volunteers provide 

active assistance in the de-occupied 

cities and towns of the Kherson region, 

which is why this assistance is extremely 

necessary and timely. This region has 

repeatedly been subjected to enemy 

shelling, and sheltered a significant 

number of IDPs.



OPEN ACADEMY

In December we learned about the global context of Ukraine. 

We discussed what changed after February 24, we talked about 

the EU and globalization and touched on many other topics. 

The students of the Foundations Of Counseling And Family 

Ministry network learned about what approach is needed for 

talking with various categories of people, the students of the 

Community Development And Social Projects network discovered 

the three missions that the Church has, and those who study the 

Society and Culture uncovered the idea of the political culture. 

We had the privilege to learn from such great minds as Jerzy 

Kwaśniewski – a co-founder of Ordo Iuris Institute, Glenn Sunshine 

– a professor of history, and Stefan Gustavsson – a Swedish 

theologian and a Christian apologist.

Also, we started a long-term project called the Culture of 

Generosity the aim of which is to raise money for projects by 

ourselves and among the students of the COA. 



SUPPORTING UKRAINIANS IN POLAND

On January 25-27 together with the God’s Light 

Church, we organized a winter camp named the 

Unbreakable for Ukrainian refugees and those who 

came from Ukraine to join the event in Lublin, 

Poland. 24 teen participants aged 10-14 joined us 

along with 6 teenage volunteers. We learned about 

the strongest and most heroic characters from the 

Bible and Ukrainian history. We have drawn parallels 

between them and the modern time men of 

courage. We learned how by being like Joseph, 

Daniel, and David we can help Ukraine and by God’s 

power be truly unbreakable.



SUPPORTING UKRAINIANS IN POLAND

In July of 2022 Korean missionaries crowdfunded a room full 

of Lego constructor for Ukrainian refugees in Lublin. Though 

it served kids all the time since, in January during the winter 

holidays when children had more free from school time, they 

could come to the room every evening to play. While children 

were building something from Lego and relations with their 

peers, volunteers from church talked to their moms about 

God, their lives, problems, and Ukraine. “My son really doesn't 

like long-term activities and this is definitely reflected in his 

studies. Until recently, he didn't concentrate on anything 

longer than 15 minutes (except his phone, of course). I have no 

words to describe the extent of my surprise when I saw how 

he drew a scheme for the construction of a tank for our 

defenders from LEGO for 40 minutes!” - one of the kids’ 

moms shared with us. We believe that such simple projects 

are great means for evangelization and helping people.



The co-founder of our initiative, the God’s Light 

Church in Lublin continues to fulfill its God-given 

mission to save and help people in need. It serves 

the refugees by maintaining four shelters, sending 

humanitarian aid, and lending hand to those 

who are the neediest. In January among many 

other activities, the church had special meetings 

for both men and women and organized an 

evangelizing meeting for youth. The usual English, 

Polish and other school and non-school classes are 

being held too. After doing the educational project 

for half a year the progress is evident. 

SUPPORTING UKRAINIANS IN POLAND



Since many people all around Europe wanted to join our 

December Christmas project, we continued it in January too. 

We continued sharing our best wishes and prayers with those 

to whom by the Lord’s grace we owe the future of Ukraine 

and the security of the continent. We continue praying for every 

soldier that fights evil on the frontline. We believe that God 

will give us victory and we stand strong in His Word.

FOR UKRAINIAN FORCES



In January  media team the Christians for Ukraine

continued to shed light on the ongoing war in 

Ukraine, and the occupants’ war crimes and marked 

some important anniversaries, including the 

Orthodox Church of Ukraine receiving autocephaly, 

and the Russian terrorist attack on a bus with civilians 

in Volnovakha. Moreover, we concentrated on the 

liberalization course that, sadly, retains in the West, 

but also talked about the activists that oppose 

it in the United States and Western Europe. 

ACTIVITY

the Christians for Ukraine
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Our ministry the Reasonable Faith in Ukrainian 

recorded and published a number of exceptionally 

interesting videos and articles, including a podcast 

with extraordinary Christian apologist and homicide 

detective James Warner Wallace. His investigation 

experience applied to the Gospels elucidates why 

they are genuine and trustworthy despite what can 

seem to be self-contradictory.



HOW YOU CAN

In winter months we heard countless predictions 

for new invasions of Northern Ukraine and for 

Belarus taking part in the war. Please, pray that 

this would not be the case, but instead God will 

give freedom to more and more Ukrainian 

territories. As always, we ask you to pray for peace 

and victory, for the stability of the energy supply, 

for the means of production in the de-occupied 

territories, for people to get through the winter, 

for our soldiers, especially in the places where the 

most violent battles are fought, for the students 

of the COA, so that everyone gets inspiration 

and strength for service.



YOU CAN SUPPORT

WITH YOUR DONATIONS

BANK ACCOUNT
(EUR, USD, GBP, and PLN)

tax-deductible donations for US residents

OR CL ICK HERE OR CL ICK HERE OR CL ICK HERE

If you have any questions, please email us: help@c4u.org.ua

https://www.paypal.com/paypalme/helpc4u
https://www.paypal.com/paypalme/helpc4u
https://www.egsnetwork.com/gift2/?giftid=D18015A035A7441
https://www.egsnetwork.com/gift2/?giftid=D18015A035A7441
https://help.c4u.org.ua/donate/
https://help.c4u.org.ua/donate/
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